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Historical Society of New Mexico
President’s Message

Dear HSNM Members,
This indeed is a dynamic time for the Historical Society of New Mexico. The COVID-19 virus along with the public
health pronouncements from the State of New Mexico and Grant County brought about the cancellation of our annual
conference in Silver City. After careful deliberation, the HSNM Board, with the support of the Silver City Local Arrangements Committee, reluctantly made its decision. It is possibly the first time an annual conference has had to be cancelled.
Your understanding is deeply appreciated. Meanwhile, the planning for our 2021 meeting on March 25-27 in Santa Fe on
the occasion of the 200th Anniversary of the Santa Fe Trail continues. Initial efforts for a joint meeting with the Arizona
Historical Society in Las Cruces in April 2022 likewise are underway.
The HSNM also is in the process of creating a new organizational website. At its October 2019 meeting the Board voted
the funds for the new site, well before our current one was hacked with malware that leads you to a Viagra location. Again,
your understanding is deeply appreciated. The new website should be up and running in the next few weeks. You will receive notice when it is.
This issue of La Crónica perhaps is somewhat more eclectic. Its theme probably is best characterized as HSNM and New
Mexico history. The major article, “A Captive of the Apaches,” by award-winning author Mark Santiago, details a rather
unique captivity story and how it was shaped by the interaction of various Native American groups in New Mexico and
Mexico. There also is an interview with Vice President Nancy Owen Lewis, outgoing chair of the HSNM Awards Committee, about the work and history of this important committee. This is the first of what is hoped will be an ongoing series of
articles to introduce individual HSNM board members and their pursuits on behalf of the membership.
Board member Dennis Daily from Las Cruces agreed to replace Nancy as committee chair, and did a wonderful job
handling the 2020 HSNM Awards, which were not cancelled. The winners are featured in this issue of La Crónica and were
also highlighted in the HSNM e-newsletter and on our Facebook page. The Awards committee mailed the winners their
their medallions.
In other announcements, the HSNM Board has appointed Brandon Johnson to replace the late B.G. Burr as secretary
of HSNM.
Your Society continues to take a leading role in furthering the study, understanding, and enjoyment of all aspects of the
riveting history of New Mexico and the Southwest. I hope that you will maintain your support and partake fully of our
endeavors.
With warmest regards,
Dennis Reinhartz
President, Historical Society of New Mexico
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a CapTive of The apaChes
by Mark Santiago

“Apachee and Three Warriors” by George Catlin
(Courtesy of Paul Mellon Collection, National Gallery of Art)

Along the northern frontier of New Spain, fear of
the Apaches was well warranted among the Spaniards
beginning in the late seventeenth century and increasing
throughout the first half of the eighteenth century. As
Hispanic settlements slowly expanded during this period
contact with the Apaches increased as well, and these
contacts were very often violent.
One of the most dangerous areas was the region
around the Presidio of Fronteras, located south of presentday Douglas, Arizona. Established in 1695, Fronteras was
positioned as a barrier to Apache incursions against the
Jesuit missions and native Piman agricultural communities
along the river valleys of northeastern Sonora. Over
the next several decades, the soldiers at Fronteras found
themselves constantly engaged in scouting for raiders,
guarding horse herds, and escorting mail parties, travelers,
and supply trains coming to and from the post. However,

as the garrison contained only about fifty men all together,
they were often spread too thin to cover all their necessary
duties and their efforts often seemed futile.1
During this period numerous encounters were recorded
by Jesuit missionaries about the dangers to travelers caused
by Apache raiders. For example, Father Felipe Segesser
in 1737 gave a concise summary of Apache tactics used
against unwitting travelers, one that would closely mirror
the events described in this story: “They hide themselves
in narrow passages where they know travelers must go.
When a group of travelers reach such a pass, the Apache
allows them to reach the halfway point and then attack
them so that they can neither advance nor retreat. They
launch such a hail of arrows that no one can escape.”2
The following account details the course and aftermath
of one of the many attacks involving Fronteras, centering
on a young man from the presidio captured during an
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Apache attack. He underwent a series of adventures that
culminated with his rescue by Spanish forces from the
Presidio of Santa Fe in New Mexico. This series of events
clearly demonstrates the vast interconnected system that
existed among Spanish settlements and the many Apache
peoples that stretched across the Southwest.
****
Early in the morning of Friday, April 16, 1754, a small
party of twelve horsemen rode out from the Presidio of
Fronteras. They were led by a priest, Father Joaquin Pedro
Rodriguez Rey, who was the curate of the town of Nacozari
and whose spiritual responsibilities included a large portion
of the northeastern Province of Sonora. That morning, Father Rodriguez was heading out for “the administration of
the Holy Sacraments to the small ranches very much scattered of which this curacy is composed.” He was escorted
by six soldados (soldiers) from the presidio along with five
civilian residents who decided to accompany the party for
greater security. The chaplain of the presidio, Father Felix
Díaz, was a friend of Father Rodriguez and undoubtedly
wished him well on his journey. But it would not be.
At four o’clock that same day, the soldados and vecinos
(citizens) at Fronteras found themselves in a sudden uproar. A
wounded and exhausted rider had arrived bringing terrible
news. The Apaches had ambushed Father Rodriguez and
his escort “at the paraje (camping place) that is named Arroyo
de la Pandorga distant from this Presidio a little less than
twenty leagues.” As Father Díaz later recorded, the Apaches

had attacked “in very great numbers with the treachery that
their cruelty and barbaric behavior have always practiced,
and despite the many defenses and efforts that were made on
the part of the eleven men who were conveying him,” they
had killed Father Rodriguez and most of his escort including
all the soldados. Three men had escaped “by the providence
of God,” but only one had the strength left to get back to
Fronteras.
Throughout the night preparations were made to send
out a rescue party. The men left at first light with Father
Díaz accompanying them, “hoping to find, as I have on
other occasions like this, some still alive.” But when they
reached the site of the attack, they found only “bodies torn
apart, missing that of the said Padre Curate.” Determined
to find the remains of Father Rodriguez, Díaz began to
follow the many tracks the Apaches had left. After walking
for some distance, he noted, “I stumbled upon his body, on
which they had executed cruelties such as from an enraged
wild animal.” With the rest of the men of the rescue party,
Father Díaz began the melancholy task of gathering up the
bodies of the slain. Most likely the now decaying corpses
would have been placed into leather packs called costales
and slung over the backs of mules and then transported all
the way back to Fronteras. Father Díaz would have been
responsible for the funerary rites for all of the dead men,
but he could not help but mourn especially for his friend
Father Rodriguez: “I buried him with the limited decency
that these places allow.”3
With the internments of the fallen, the residents of
Fronteras undoubtedly sought answers as to what had

Drawing of Fronteras, Sonora, 1884

from Appleton’s Guide to Mexico (Courtesy Wikimedia Commons)
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“La Ciudad de Santa Fe”
(Engraving from “Report of Lt. J. W. Abert of his Examination of New Mexico in the Years 1846-1847.”
S. Ex. Doc. 23, 30th Cong., 1st sess. Series 506. 111-SC-89562. Courtesy National Archives)

happened during the attack. Amidst these questions it soon
became clear that of the twelve men who had originally set
out, one was missing. The bodies of Father Rodriguez, all six
soldados of his escort, and one civilian had been recovered,
while three other civilians had escaped. But where was
the twelfth man? Had his body lain hidden amidst some
inaccessible pile of rocks or under a clump of bushes that the
searchers had failed to locate? Had he managed to escape
during the attack and was even yet wandering lost in the
desert, hoping for rescue? Or had he been carried away by
the Apaches to be tormented and killed at their leisure? As
the days after the attack gradually turned to weeks, and
weeks to months, the questions remained unanswered.
****
On September 2, 1754, nearly five months after the attack
on the Fronteras party, the Governor and Captain General
of the Province of New Mexico at the Presidio of Santa
Fe, prepared to conduct a formal interrogation. A native
of Murcia in Spain, Francisco Antonio Marin del Valle,
had been a mine operator in Bolivia and then a merchant
in Mexico City where he had also served in the municipal
government. His wealth and influence were such as for him
to obtain the governorship of New Mexico, where he had
arrived by early summer of 1754. Whatever experience
he had of the interminable war between Spaniards and
Apaches throughout the region was surely enhanced by the
information he was about to hear.4
In the midst of several scribes and assistants, Governor
Marin ordered that a young man of about twenty years of age
be brought in to begin the formal process of interrogation.
The scribes recording the scene identified the man as

“Manuel Thomas, captive, native of the Royal Presidio of
Fronteras, who took the oath under the sign of the Holy
Cross that he would declare that which he knew in regard to
what he was asked.”5
Governor Marin began by asking Manuel Thomas how
long he had been held as a captive by the Apache Gileños,
the name the Spanish applied to a branch of that tribe
today known as the Chiricahuas. He answered “that he was
a captive for a period of seven months until the Teniente
de Alcalde Mayor of the Pueblo of Zuni with the forces of
his command fell on the ranchería where he was.” Manuel
thus indicated that he had been freed when a force of Zuni
Indians had attacked the Apache settlement he was held at.
He recounted that the warriors from Zuni had “killed up
to the number of seventy-eight, among these some women
and children; that he was certain of this number because
after they had finished the fight they counted them.” For
many decades the Zunis and other Puebloan peoples had
engaged in vicious cycle of raids and counter raids with the
Apaches, but the results of this last engagement appear to
have resulted in an overwhelming, if sanguinary, victory for
the Zunis. Nevertheless, the question still remained as to how
Manuel Thomas had ended up a captive of the Apaches in
the first place.
When asked where the Apaches captured him, Manuel
Thomas replied that months earlier he had “left the Royal
Presidio of Fronteras in company with the Chaplain of that
[presidio], named Padre Joaquin, whose surname he did not
know, six soldiers of the said company, three vecinos, and a
muchacho (boy).” He explained that the Padre Joaquin was
heading out to hear a confession at the Presidio of Terrenate,
located about forty miles west of Fronteras. However, at
about eleven o’clock that same day they were suddenly
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Map of Presidios and Towns of the Interior Provinces of New Spain
(Map by Justin Santiago)

attacked by the Apache Gileños at a place he identified as the
Cuesta de Magallanes. The Apaches “immediately began
to launch arrows at them.” Within a short time Manuel
Thomas remembered that the arrow storm “killed the six
soldiers, the muchacho and two of the three vecinos, [while]
the other was able to escape.” Padre Joaquin apparently
was then left alone, and either dismounted or was somehow
knocked off his horse. He attempted to flee on foot, but he
was shot down with arrows. The padre was still alive when
“there arrived one of the said Apaches who appeared to be
the one in command of those people, and killed him with
lance thrusts.” After witnessing the killing of the padre,
Manuel Thomas who had managed to hide unseen, made a
break for it, “but in doing so gave away his location so that
they then hit him with a spear throw and knocked him to the
ground and then they captured him.”
Undoubtedly fearing that he would be tortured and
killed, the terror that Manuel Thomas experienced can only
be imagined; however, whether out of mercy or a belief that
he might otherwise prove of some use, the Apaches spared
his life. Manuel then became the property of an Apache who
was referred to as “his master, who was the Captain,” and
that “his said master was the one who killed the Chaplain,”
as he referred to Padre Joaquin. In the midst of all of this
trauma, Manuel curiously remembered that as he was being
led away, his new master had emerged from the fighting
“with a finger of the right hand broken.”
Governor Marin then asked Manuel Thomas what had
happened to the goods and equipment carried by the slain
Spaniards. He responded that he knew the Apaches had
seized “a garnished escopeta (musket) with its sheath, and
three horses” belonging to Padre Joaquin and took from the

other men, “all of the rest of the clothing, weapons, cueras
(leather armor), horses, and mules that they took when
they killed them.” He reported that the Apaches still “had
these when they entered the ranchería in the Sierra de
Chiricahua” in present-day southern Arizona.
Whether he knew it at the time, Governor Marin in
Santa Fe had finally solved a mystery that had plagued
the Spaniards at the Presidio of Fronteras for the last five
months. The last survivor of the bloody ambush that had
killed Father Joaquin Pedro Rodriguez Rey and his eleven
man escort back in April now stood before the governor.
****
Piecing together the testimony of Manuel Thomas allows
for a reconstruction of the most likely course of events. When
Father Rodriguez and his escort left Fronteras that April
morning, they moved northwest heading towards the Presidio
of Terrenate in the San Pedro River valley in present-day far
northern Sonora, Mexico. When they reached the “Cuesta
de Magallanes,” they fell into the ambush. This site appears
to be the modern Cerro de Magallanes, located some twentysix miles as the crow flies southwest of present-day Douglas,
Arizona. The Apaches that attacked them were identified as
Apache Gileños, who traditionally lived far to the northeast
in the region centered on the headwaters of the Gila River in
what is now southwestern New Mexico. That they had come
this far from home may indicate that they had joined with
the Apaches living in the Chiricahua Mountains, whom the
Spaniards identified as Chiricagui. This is confirmed by the
statement of Manuel Thomas that he was initially taken to “a
ranchería in the Sierra de Chiricahua.”6
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If Gileños and Chiricaguis were operating together,
Father Rodriguez and his eleven-man escort would have
been a tempting target. The priest had brought a string of
three horses, and if all of the men accompanying him did
likewise there may have been close to forty animals with
the group. In addition, the clothing, weapons, horse gear,
food rations, and other supplies carried by the Spaniards
would have offered substantial pillage. Despite the danger
presented by the six well-armed soldados from the garrison
at Fronteras, the Apaches would have the element of surprise,
favorable terrain, and superiority of numbers.
As the twelve Spaniards entered into the ambush site, the
Apaches unleashed a multitude of arrows upon them. How
long the Spaniards were able to resist and whether or not
they inflicted any casualties upon their attackers is unknown.
The fact that three of the vecinos survived indicates that
they were able to break out of the encircling Apaches and
ride for their lives. The others were not so lucky, and all
except Manuel Thomas were surrounded and killed. Father
Rodriguez appears to have been unhorsed and shot down
with arrows, and then finished off with several lance thrusts.
This may have been the fate of several other victims as well
and may have caused wounds that led the Spaniards that
later recovered the bodies to claim they were “torn apart.”
On the other hand, it is entirely possible that the Apaches

Governor, Lieutenant Governor (or Warrior Chief),
and Alcade, Zuni Pueblo, 1873.

Photographer Timothy H. O’Sullivan, Wheeler Expedition.
Courtesy Library of Congress
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did mutilate the dead, as they went about stripping the
corpses of their clothing and possessions.
For Manuel Thomas, the lone survivor of the ambush, the
following weeks were filled with forced marches and travel.
The Apaches appear to have returned to the Chiricahua
Mountains where the Gileños and Chiricaguis divided up
their spoils. Soon thereafter along with the Apache leader
who had captured him, Manuel headed over a hundred
miles northeast into the homelands of the Gileños, perhaps
somewhere in the mountain ranges of the present-day Gila
National Forest.
Over the next several months, Manuel Thomas lived in
the home ranchería of the man who had captured him. When
he was later asked what he had learned during this period, he
replied, “What he heard every night was proclaimed by his
master, who was the Captain, but as he did not understand
their language, he did not know what was said.” Despite his
inability to comprehend the language of the Apaches, Manuel
Thomas was clearly under their protection, and seems not
to have been mistreated or abused. This might indicate that
he was being kept in anticipation of being exchanged for any
Apache prisoners held by the Spaniards. The exchange of
captives was a very common practice throughout the region
and in many instances had become an almost ritualized
method of diplomacy and cultural interaction between
Spaniards, Apaches, and other native peoples. Conversely,
captives were also often kept as slaves or servants, and
sometimes integrated into the society of their captors.7
Yet, whatever plans the Apaches may have held in store
for Manuel Thomas, the terrible cycle of vengeance fueled
raids and counter raids that engulfed the peoples of the
region soon swept over him. The people of Zuni Pueblo had
for generations engaged in warfare with the Apaches, and
raids by one group inevitably resulted in a counter strike
by the other. Just such a strike occurred in late summer of
1754 when Zuni warriors attacked the Apache ranchería
where Manuel Thomas was held captive. He recalled
that “the first that was killed” was the Apache leader who
Manuel called his master. Such attacks usually resulted in a
relatively limited number of casualties, but this one seems to
have been different. The ranchería led by Manuel Thomas’s
master contained a considerable number of people, as the
Zunis counted seventy-eight dead, including “some women
and children.” The results of other such raids often left
many more prisoners in the hands of the attackers than
they had slain, and these were invariably mostly women
and children. Yet, Manuel Thomas makes no mention of
any prisoners taken which is quite unusual. Did he only list
the dead and omit the prisoners? Or had the Zunis actually
killed all the Apaches they found and deliberately not taken
any prisoners? Whatever the truth, the number of Apaches
killed was remarkably high for a single engagement, and
reflects the brutal nature of the seemingly never ending war
both sides waged.
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Manuel Thomas identified the leader of the raid, as “the
teniente de alcalde mayor [assistant administrator] of the
Pueblo of Zuni,” named “Teniente Barrera.” Twenty-one
years later, a Franciscan priest in New Mexico, Fray Silvestre
de Velez de Escalante, was writing about the possibility of
opening a road between the Provinces of Sonora and New
Mexico. As Zuni was the closest pueblo to Sonora, Escalante
inquired about any Zunis “who have reached as far as the
Sierra de Gila,” the homelands of the Gileño Apaches
who barred direct contact with Sonora. Escalante received
information from the Zuni’s that in 1754:
Don Marcial Barrera with two other Spaniards
and one hundred Zuni Indians set out in pursuit of
some Apaches from this Pueblo of Zuni. Having
marched three days to the south, he attacked the
ranchería of Chief Chafalote, a Gila Apache,
destroyed it and brought back a Christian mestizo
Indian called Manuel Tomás who was a captive in
it. The latter said his master Señor Don Juaquin
Rodriguez, chaplain of the presidio of Terrenate,
went out to look for the above mentioned ranchería
to receive a confession. Having killed the father and
the escort which he was taking with him, they made
[Tomás] captive, and blindfolded led him alone for
six days to the very site on which the Spaniards had
found him.8
Although written almost two decades after the fact,
Escalante’s report agrees remarkably well with the account
Manuel Thomas gave Governor Marin. Indeed, he supplied
several additional details, such as the identity of the Zuni
commander and size of the his force, the leader of the
Apache ranchería, and that the men from Zuni had indeed
“destroyed” the Apache settlement. It also identifies Manuel
Thomas as a Hispanicized Indian and that he was the servant
of Father Rodriguez. But this account also has information
that appears garbled or contradictory and which may be
later additions. For example, if Manuel Thomas was Father
Joaquin’s servant why did he not know his surname?
Regardless of these discrepancies, at the conclusion of
this raid the Zunis returned to their pueblo with substantial
spoils and booty seized from the destroyed Apache ranchería
along with Manuel Thomas. Lieutenant Marcial Barrera
realized that Manuel might have valuable information and
at some point arranged to have him brought to Santa Fe
to be interviewed by Governor Marin. But, after giving
his testimony to Governor Marin what became of Manuel
Thomas? Did he remain in Santa Fe and start his life anew
in New Mexico or did he return to Sonora, back to his home
and family at the Presidio of Fronteras? Unfortunately, the
records are silent as to his ultimate fate. Nevertheless, his
odyssey opens a unique window into the interrelationships
among the Apaches, Spaniards, and Zuni peoples of the
presidial frontier.
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Meet the Officers and Board
of the Historical Society of New Mexico
Nancy Owen Lewis
HSNM Vice President
Editor’s Note—Founded on December 26, 1859, in Santa Fe, the Historical Society of New Mexico was the first state historical
society west of the Mississippi River. The Historical Society of New Mexico has continuously evolved over its 160 years, always with the
mission of preserving and disseminating the history of New Mexico.
Over the years, its members have included many prominent merchants, educators, historians, entrepreneurs, lawyers, and politicians.
Today, HSNM Officers and Board of Directors continue to represent all aspects of knowledge. Some are well-known scholars, while others
are self-taught researchers. Some are genealogists, and others are experts in preservation. Consequently, to showcase this cadre of talent, La
Crónica would like to introduce our membership to the HSNM officers and board members through a series of articles that highlight their
talents, knowledge, and dedication as they work to fulfill the mission of HSNM.
Nancy Owen Lewis began serving
as a HSNM Board Member-at-Large in
2011, and currently is the vice president
of the Historical Society of New Mexico.
She has a doctorate in anthropology
from the University of Massachusetts,
and since 2011 she has been a
Scholar in Residence at the School for
Advanced Research in Santa Fe, after
having served as the organization’s
Director of Scholars Programs. She has
published two books, A Peculiar Alchemy:
A Centennial History of SAR, 1907-2007
(co-authored with Kay Legan Hagan
in 2007) and Chasing the Cure in New
Mexico: Tuberculosis and the Quest for
Health (2017).
In addition to her duties as HSNM
board member and vice president,
Nancy served as chair of the HSNM
Awards Committee from 2011to 2019. HSNM presents
six awards to printed works that significantly contribute
to our understanding of the history and culture of New
Mexico and the Borderlands. In addition, to recognize
individuals and organizations that personify the efforts of
HSNM in preserving and disseminating the history of the
state, HSNM has four service/contributor award categories.
During her tenure as committee chair, Nancy updated the
nomination process and professionalized review procedures
through the addition of readers, formalizing criteria, and the
development of electronically-accessible forms. Each winner
now receives a beautiful medallion designed by David Caffey
at the Awards Banquet held annually in conjunction with
the New Mexico History Conference, followed by a winners’
reception and book signing.

Editor: How did you happen to
become Awards Chair?
Lewis: Shortly after I was elected to
the board in 2011, Michael Stevenson,
then HSNM president, asked if I would
chair the Awards Committee. At the time,
I was director of scholar programs at the
School for Advanced Research (SAR) in
Santa Fe, and for the previous thirteen
years I had administered the J. I. Staley
Prize, an international book competition
in anthropology. Retiring from SAR on
July 29, 2011, I attended my first board
meeting the following day. I now had the
time, as well as the support of a research
appointment at SAR, so I was able to
accept Stevenson’s offer.
Editor: What were your first actions as Chair?
Lewis: Mike Stevenson had advised me to confirm the
committee members, which previously had consisted of
Carleen Lazzell, Don Bullis, and René Harris. Happily, all
agreed to continue and their experience proved invaluable.
As I became familiar with the HSNM book and service
awards, at the committee’s urging, the first thing I did
was to send out letters to publishers and local historical
societies, soliciting nominations for our ten awards, which
now included HSNM’s newest category, Fabiola Cabeza de
Baca Award for an outstanding publication or exhibit on
domestic life. Perhaps a reflection of enthusiasm generated
by the fact that New Mexico was celebrating its centennial
of state, the Award Committee received a record forty-eight
nominations for 2012.
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Editor: I understand that the 2012 Awards Ceremony
was memorable for another reason as well.
Lewis: In commemoration of the statehood centennial,
the 2012 New Mexico History Conference was in Santa
Fe. While the sessions were held at the convention center,
HSNM was honored to have the Awards Ceremony take
place at the Governor’s Mansion. It was memorable on
many levels. I served as emcee, a role I later bestowed on
fellow committee member, Don Bullis. Conducted outside
on the lawn, the audio system kept cutting out so people
only heard every other word. Then I was told that Governor
Martinez might show up any minute—and what was the
protocol for that? By the time I finished announcing the
winners, the food was gone. But the most memorable event
was bestowing the Pablita Velarde Award, given annually for
an outstanding children’s book. Emerita Romero-Anderson,
author of Milagro of the Spanish Bean Pot, was named that
year’s winner. Shortly after notifying her of the award, her
husband Kent informed me that she had died the day the
award announcement arrived. He and her sister Agnes, to
whom she had dedicated the book, asked if they could accept
the award on her behalf. Although the award is intended for
a living author, the committee unanimously agreed. Driving
down from San Luis Valley, Colorado, they were especially
honored that it was bestowed at our governor’s mansion.
Editor: I was informed that the awards procedures
changed dramatically after that first year.
Lewis: Updating the awards criteria had long been
a goal of HSNM President Michael Stevenson. After my
first year as chair, I decided we needed to professionalize
the review process as well. So I did some research, which I
shared with the committee. I gathered forms and reviewed
the procedures used in other award competitions, many
of which used readers to evaluate entries. At the October
2012 HSNM board meeting held in Cimarron, I convened
a special session of the Awards Committee and invited
others to attend. We examined the current award criteria
and explored the use of readers. Incorporating the group’s
suggestions, the committee designed a review form and
updated procedures. After several iterations, the board
finally approved the new protocol. Consequently, as of
January 2013, every book and service award nominee is
now reviewed by at least two readers who submit a detailed
evaluation to the Awards Committee, which is responsible
for making the final decision. In addition, the entire process
is explained on the HSNM website, with the nomination
form available for download.
Editor: How does this competition compare with other
book awards?

La Crónica de Nuevo México
Lewis: What sets our competition apart is its emphasis
on New Mexico and Southwest borderlands history. In
fact, a book may be beautifully written and illustrated, and
it may even have garnered other awards. But if it does not
substantially further our understanding of New Mexico or
Southwest borderlands history, it will likely fall short in our
competition. The criteria of what the committee look at
generally and specifically for each award is explained on the
HSNM website and upon request.
Editor: What advice do you have for someone wanting
to submit a nomination for the 2021 Award cycle?
Lewis: I have three pieces of advice. First, go to the
awards section of the HSNM web site (www.hsnm.org),
review the criteria, and download a nomination form. Second,
to be considered for a 2021 award, be sure to submit your
nomination by January 15, 2021. Awards will be presented
March 25 at the 2021 New Mexico History Conference in
Santa Fe. Third, for book awards, do not forget to emphasize
the contributions to New Mexico or Southwest borderlands
history that your nominee’s work provides. In the case of a
service award nominee, be sure to include a letter detailing
those contributions.
Editor: What are some of the challenges you have
encountered as HSNM Awards Chair.
Lewis: When I administered the international book
competition at SAR, I rarely encountered an author or
nominator. In contrast, the HSNM award nominees are
pretty much in “my backyard.” Over the years, a few have
become disgruntled when their book did not win. Thankfully,
most people realize it is a competition and gracefully accept
the results.
Editor: What did you like best about serving as HSNM
Awards chair?
Lewis: I loved getting a sneak peek at the newest books
in New Mexico history. I’ve also enjoyed working with the
Awards Committee, which meets three times a year—once
to review the nominations; a second time to determine the
winners; and finally at the Awards Banquet, itself. Don Bullis,
as emcee, keeps the audience entertained, while handing out
the beautiful medallions designed by David Caffey—with
now former committee member René Harris serving as
his “Vanna White.” John Bloom, Kermit Hill, and Walter
Farr also assisted with the setup, which includes distributing
the attractive program designed by artist Paul Lewis. The
event concludes with a book signing and reception to meet
the winners. Their delight and gratitude make the whole
process worthwhile.
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hisToriCal soCieTy of new MexiCo news
new MexiCo hisTory ConferenCe
2020 Conference CANCELLED
Unfortunately, with the current situation with COVID-19, the 2020 New Mexico History Conference that had been
scheduled for April 16-18 had to be cancelled. We thank the local arrangements committee for their hard work.

2021 New Mexico History Conference
SAVE THE DATE
Santa Fe, New Mexico
March 25-27, 2021
Hope to see everyone at the 2021 New Mexico History Conference as part of the celebration of the 200th
anniversary of the opening of the Santa Fe Trail.

2020 hsnM book and serviCe award winners
book awards
Gaspar pérez de villaGrá book award (for an outstanding
publication in New Mexico and Southwest borderlands history)
Samuel Duwe and Robert W. Preucel, eds.,
The Continuous Path: Pueblo Movement and
the Archaeology of Becoming
(The University of Arizona Press)
fray franCisCo aTanasio doMínGuez book award (for an
outstanding publucation or significant contribution to historic survey and
research in New Mexico or Southwest borderlands history)

Richard Flint and Shirley Cushing Flint,
A Most Splendid Company: The Coronado
Expedition in Global Perspective
(University of New Mexico Press)
pabliTa velarde book award (for an oustanding children’s publication related to New Mexico or Southwest borderlands history)

serviCe/ConTribuTor awards
edGar lee hewiTT serviCe award (for outstanding service to
the people of New Mexico as related to New Mexico History)

Janet Saiers
for her tireless work with HSNM and elsewhere

l. bradford prinCe serviCe award (for significant work in
the field of historic preservation in New Mexico)

Silver City MainStreet Project (Town of Silver City)
and

Barbara Lovell of Kingston and Hillsboro

John Taylor and Richard Melzer
Heroes of the Rio Abajo
(Valencia County Historical Society)

ralph eMerson TwiTChell award (for an oustanding publica-

fabiola Cabeza de baCa book award (for an outstanding pub-

Mimbres Regional Arts Council
Youth Mural Program, Silver City

lication or exhibit relating to domestic life in New Mexico)

Judy Alderete Garcia,
Abstracts of a South Valley
Nuevomexicana (self-published)

tion or contribution to the creative arts as related to New Mexico history)

doroThy woodward serviCe award (for advancement of eduction in New Mexico history)

Luisa Castillo

for work with New Mexico’s youth in New Mexico history as a teacher
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hisToriCal soCieTy of new MexiCo news (ConTinued)
hsnM lifeTiMe aChieveMenT award
Baldwin G. Burr
1946-2019
On September 27, 2019, New Mexico lost a passionate historian and an indispensable friend of the Historical Society
of New Mexico—Baldwin G. Burr.
He was born on September 15, 1946, in London, Ohio, and fell in love with New Mexico when he attended the
Philmont Scout Ranch in 1960-62. He earned his B.A. in Art History at the University of New
Mexico, and his M.A. in Education after doing some graduate work in History of Photography
and Museum Practices. He taught computer science, mass
communications, and film history at the University of New
Mexico, computer programming and advanced database
design at the College of Santa Fe, and also taught at the Solar
Photovoltaic Academy at Central New Mexico Community
College.
For a time he served as the contract historian for the Los
Lunas Museum of Heritage and Arts, and he also authored
several Arcadia Images of America books. He toured the state
Baldwin G. Burr, beloved
Secretary of HSNM
providing presentations on various aspects of New Mexico’s
history, of which he was best known for his chautauqua
performance as Ernie Pyle.
B.G. worked tirelessly also for the Historical Society of New Mexico, serving for many
years as its Secretary handling many tasks, including registration of the annual history
conference and the website. He also provided many of his chautauqua performances and
other presentations through the HSNM Speakers’ Bureau.
In honor of the passionate dedication B.G. Burr demonstrated for preserving and
celebrating
all aspects of the history of New Mexico, the Historical Society of New Mexico
B. G. Burr’s portrayal
of Ernie Pyle
has presented to his family a posthumous Life Achievement Award. This outstanding
historian will be greatly missed.

2019 hsnM GranT winners
Every year the Historical Society of New Mexico awards several grants to individuals members and organization
members, up to $1,000 each, to support projects that increase and disseminate knowledge of New Mexico history.

individual GranT winner

orGanizaTion GranT winners

Tracy L. Brown (Central Michigan University)–
to support her research of the social and political status of
Pueblo people in New Mexico after U.S.-Mexican War.

Doña Ana County Historical Society–to map and document El Campo Santa de la Familia Sagrada Cemetery,
Picacho, Doña Ana County, New Mexico

Jane sanChez GranT winners

Imogen F. Wilson Education Foundation at Mimbres
Culture Heritage Site—To collect information and photographs and produce a visitor’s brochure

East Mountain Historical Society–to publish their book
titled Timelines of the East Mountains
Enrique Lamadrid (University of New Mexico)–to support with photographic materials in forth-coming book,
Nacíon Genizara: Ethogenesis, Place, and Identity in New Mexico
Moriarty Museum–to digitize the book Torrance County
History for sales and public acquisition

San Juan County Historical Society–to purchase protective storage containers for San Juan County old maps
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new books for
your new MexiCo bookshelf
Compiled by Richard Melzer
Beyreis, DaviD C. Blood in the Borderlands: Conflict, Kinship,
and the Bent Family, 1821–1920. Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 2020.
BirChell, Donna Blake. Frontier Forts and Outposts of New
Mexico. Charleston, S.Car.: History Press, 2019.
Burke, Carolyn. Foursome: Alfred Stieglitz, Georgia O’Keeffe,
Paul Strand, Rebecca Salsbury. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
2019.
Burr, BalDwin G., riCharD Melzer, anD John Taylor.
Notable and Notorious Neighbors in Valencia County. Los
Lunas, N. Mex.: Valencia County Historical Society,
2018.

De araGon, ray John. New Mexico in the Mexican-American
War. Charleston, S. Car.: History Press, 2019.
De araGon, ray John. New Mexico’s Stolen Lands: A History
of Racism, Fraud and Deceit. Charleston, S. Car.: History
Press, 2020
enCiso, FernanDo saul alanis. They Should Stay There: The
Story of Mexican Migration and Repatriation during the Great
Depression. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 2017.
FlinT, riCharD, anD shirley CushinG FlinT. A Most Splendid
Company: The Coronado Expedition in Global Perspective.
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2019.

CaBallero, rayMonD. McCarthyism vs. Clinton Jencks.
Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2019.

GarreTT, DaviD, anD MiCa pharris. Blood on the Saddle: The
Life of Doc Scurlock. Self-published, 2020.

Chavez, ThoMas. Timeless Journey: The Story of a SpanishAmerican Family. Santa Fe, N. Mex.: Sunstone Press,
2019.

Garza, MeliTa M. They Came to Toil: Newspaper Representations
of Mexicans and Immigrants in the Great Depression. Austin:
University of Texas Press, 2018 .

ChrisTensen, roBerT. New Mexico Vernacular: Artifacts
of Enchantment. n.p.: Cedar Spring Press, 2019.
{Photographs of vernacular architecture}

GiBson, Carrie. El Norte: The Epic and Forgotten Story of
Hispanic North America. New York: Atlantic Monthly
Press, 2019.

Clarke, ann hooker. Memories, Memorials, and Monuments:
A Companion to Only in New Mexico: An Architectural History
of the University of New Mexico: The First Century, 18891898. Austin, Tex.: Park Place Publications, 2019.

Gonzales, Moises, anD enrique r. laMaDriD, eDs. Nacion
Genizara: Ethnogenesis, Place, and Identity in New Mexico.
Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2019.

Collins, Jan MaCkell. Good Time Girls of Arizona and New
Mexico: A Red-Light History of the American Southwest.
Lanham, Md.: TwoDot, 2019.
Conway, ChrisTopher. Heroes of the Borderlands: The
Western in Mexican Film, Comics, and Music. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 2019
CourTlanD, harper. Indiscretions Along Virtue Avenue:
The Life of Sadie Orchard. Ft. Dodge, Iowa: Five Star
Publishing, 2019.
CranDall, MauriCe s. These People Have Always Been a
Republic: Indigenous Electorates in the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands,
1598–1912. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 2019.
Davis, Mary pieTsCh. Hometown Corrales. Santa Fe: Sunstone
Press, 2020.

GooDwin, roBerT. America: The Epic Story of Spanish North
America, 1493-1998. New York: Bloomsbury Publishing,
2019.
Graziano, Frank. Historic Churches of New Mexico Today.
New York: Oxford University Press, 2019.
Groen, Jos. Three of the Last World War II Screaming Eagles.
n.p., 2019. (Includes the story of Dan McBride of Silver
City.)
GrossMan, sarah e. M. Mining the Borderlands: Industry,
Capital, and the Emergence of Engineers in the Southwest
Territories, 1855-1910. Lincoln: University of Nebraska,
2018.
heiB, louis a. The Doctor Danced with Us: Jeremiah Sullivan
and the Hopi, 1881-1888 and Other Essays. Albuquerque:
Rio Grande Books, 2018.
Continued on page 12
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New Books (continued)

JaraMillo, Mari-luCi, anD CeCilia J. navarreTe. Sacred
Seeds: A Girl, Her Abuelos, and the Heart of Northern New
Mexico. Taos: Barranca Press, 2019. (Grades 5-6)
kanG, s. DeBorah. The INS on the Line: Making Immigration
Law on the US-Mexico Border, 1917-1954. New York:
Oxford University Press, 2019.
killinGsworTh, M. JiMMie, anD JaCqueline s. palMer.
Nuclear New Mexico: A Historical, Natural, and Virtual Tour.
College Station: Texas A&M Press, 2019.
kiser, williaM s. Coast-to-Coast Empire: Manifest Destiny
and the New Mexico Borderlands. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2018.
kosharek, Daniel, anD aliCia roMero, eDs. New Mexico’s
Palace of the Governors: Highlights from the Collection. Santa
Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2019.
krisToFiC, JiM. Medicine Women: The Story of the First Native
American Nursing School. Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 2019.
leaviTT, virGinia Couse. Eanger Irving Couse: The Life
and Times of an American Artist, 1866–1936. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 2019.
liM, Julian. Porous Borders: Multiracial Migration and the Law
in the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands. Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 2020.
lipparD, luCy r. Pueblo Chico: Land and Lives in Galisteo
Since 1814. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 2019.
loeFFler, JaCk. Headed Into the Wind: A Memoir. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 2019.
MCDeviTT, kevin. History of the St. James Hotel, Cimarron,
New Mexico. Colorado Springs, Colo.: Cimarron Press,
2019.
MonTaGue, Gary TeD, anD elaine Carson MonTaGue.
Victory From the Shadows: Growing Up in a New Mexico
School for the Blind and Beyond. Albuquerque: ABQ Press,
2019.
lorinG, JaCqueline Murry. The Kimo Theatre: Fact &
Folklore. Albuquerque: Southwest Writers, 2019.
lozano, rosina. An American Language: The History of Spanish
in the United States. Oakland: University of California
Press, 2018.
MCpherson, roBerT s. Traders, Agents, and Weavers:
Developing the Northern Navajo Region. Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 2020.
noGar, anna M. Quill and Cross in the Borderlands: Sor Maria
de Agreda and the Lady in Blue, 1628-Present. South Bend,
Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 2018.

paCheCo, anna. New Mexico Death Rituals: A History.
Charleston, S. Car.: The History Press, 2019.
paTorni, François-Marie. The French in New Mexico: Four
Centuries of Exploration, Adventure, and Influence. Santa Fe:
n.p., 2020.
pierCe, Jason e. Making the White Man’s West: Whiteness and
the Creation of the American West. Boulder: University Press
of Colorado, 2018.
roBinson, JaCk Clark. Franciscan Friars: Coast to Coast.
Charleston, N. Car.: Arcadia, 2019.
roManek, Devorah. Hardship, Greed, and Sorrow: An Officer’s
Photo Album of 1866, New Mexico Territory. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 2019.
roMero, F. r. BoB. Roots of Enchantment: Historia de mi
Antepasados. Taos: Nighthawk Press, 2018.
sunseri, Jun u. Situational Identities Along the Railing Frontier of
Colonial New Mexico. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
2018.
Taylor, John. Samuel Bowman Watrous: Transitional
Frontiersman. Albuquerque: Rio Grande Books, 2019.
Taylor, John lewis. Navajo Scouts During the Apache Wars.
Charleston: History Press, 2019.
ThoMas, DaviD G. Killing Pat Garrett, The Wild West’s Most
Famous Lawman—Murder or Self-Defense? Las Cruces:
Mesilla Valley History Series, 2019.
TiGGes, linDa. New Mexico Merchants, the Manila Galleons,
and the Atlantic Trade: International and Prestige Goods in
New Mexico, 1712-1765. Santa Fe: n.p., 2019.
uTley, roBerT M. The Commanders: Civil War Generals
Who Shaped the American West. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2018.
ValDez, MarC p. A Guidebook To ‘Breaking Bad’ Filming
Locations: Albuquerque as Physical Setting and Indispensable
Character. n.c.:CreateSpace, 2018.
van harT, Dirk. Camps and Campsites of the Civilian
Conservation Corps in New Mexico, 1933-1942. Santa Fe, N.
Mex.: Sunstone Press, 2020.
wilson, JaMes. Hiking New Mexico’s Chaco Canyon: The Trails,
the Ruins, the History. Santa Fe, N. Mex.: Sunstone Press,
2019.
ziMMerMan, roGer. A History Lover’s Guide to Albuquerque.
Charleston: History Press, 2019.
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book review
Tigges, Linda. New Mexico Merchants, the Manila Galleons and the Atlantic Trade:
International and Prestige Goods in New Mexico, 1712-1765. (n.p., 2019)
Books relating to New Mexico colonial history and culture are few and far between,
and when a book on this topic comes before us, it calls for a celebration. Linda
Tigges, Ph.D., has again successfully mined wills and testaments, inventory lists, and
other documents from the Spanish archives of New Mexico to produce a book that
complements her other two books (with J. Richard Salazar, translator): Spanish Colonial
Lives: Documents from the Spanish Colonial Archives of New Mexico, 1705-1774 (Santa Fe,
N. Mex.: Sunstone Press, 2013), and Spanish Colonial Women and the Law: Complaints,
Lawsuits, and the Criminal Behavior; Documents from the Spanish Colonial Archives of New
Mexico, 1697-1749 (Santa Fe, N.Mex.: Sunstone Press, 2016).
We have seen other material relating to the role of the Manila Galleons and also
the Atlantic trade during the Spanish Colonial Period, but Linda Tigges’s book brings
this subject closer to home. Nuevomejicanos may have been distanced from the main
trading activity in the port cities of New Spain and in bustling Mexico City, but with
the help of the Camino Real and the wealth of a few ricos, “Nuevomejicano families
acquired, used, and inherited prestige goods from various points in Europe and
especially from Asia, with the Philippines being the intermediary center for trading
in prestige Asian goods.” Furniture, cloth, ready-made clothing, clothing accessories, textiles, notions, ceramics, jewelry,
and religious items all made their way into New Mexico. Linda Tigges has ably documented the origin of these goods,
described them in detail, and catalogued them systematically in her book.
Rick Hendricks, New Mexico State Records Administrator, provides an excellent introduction to the book and explains
how New Mexico was very much a part of Spain’s global empire.
Linda Tigges’s book could have used additional copy editing as there are several typographical errors that could be
distracting to the reader. Nevertheless, historians, genealogists, and the interested public now have a book that should be
added to their novomexiana bookshelf. We need more books on New Mexico’s Spanish Colonial history (and the Mexican
Period), and hope that Linda Tigges and others will continue mining the Spanish archives of New Mexico, and other
archives, to tell a more complete story of New Mexico.
Francisco Sisneros
Private historian and genealogical researcher
Casa Colorada, New Mexico

Learn more about the Historical Society of New Mexico
visit our Website at www.hsnm.org*
Where you can learn more about Membership Benefits,
download Membership forms, Award nomination forms
Grant applications, Historic Plaque applications, Speakers’ Bureau forms
You can also find us on Facebook
You can contact HSNM at hsnmgeneral@gmail.com
or for publication matters at hsnmpublications@gmail.com
* An updated HSNM website will be launched later this summer.
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Chronicling America—Historic American Newspapers
A Source to New Mexico & Southwestern Borderlands History
The Library of Congress has an extensive online catalog of their digitzed collections that all can see, use, and download.
The items are considered “public domain,” so they can be used for research, publishing, films, etc., without obtaining prior
authorization or payment of usage fees. The collections include newspapers, images, maps, audio recordings, books and
printed material, films, videos, and much more.
The newspaper collection, a project known as Chronicling of America, contains digitized newspapers from throughout the
United States from 1690 to present. To provide access to select digitized historic newspapers, the National Digital Newspaper Program, in partnership with the National Endoment for the Humanities (NEH) and the Library of Congress, has
created an online searchable database of United States newspapers. From 1982 to 2011, the NEH sponsored the United
States Newspaper program, which funded state-level projects designed to locate, catalog, and preserve (i.e. microfilm) historic newspapers in that state.
To use this database visit www.chroniclingamerica.loc.gov. There one can enter keywords to search for, with the option
to specify a state and a range of years in which to search. Or one can browse by issue by issue, page by page of a particular
newspaper. A text, PDF, or JPEG copy of a newspaper page can be downloaded.
List of New Mexico Newspapers Currently Available at the Library of Congress*
Alamogordo News-Advertiser (19121914)
Alamogordo News (1899-1912)
Albuquerque Citizen (1895-1912)
Albuquerque Herald (1882-1884;
1903-1926)
Albuquerque Morning Journal (1884-1886)
Albuquerque Weekly Citizen (1891-19??)
Belen News (1912-1947)
The Black Range [Robinson, Socorro
County] (1882-1897)
Carlsbad Current (1899-1926)
Carrizozo News (1908-1927)
Carrizozo Outlook (1910-1945)
Cerrillos Rustler (188?-1???)
Cimarron Citizen (1908-19??)
Cimarron News and Press (1907-19??)
Clayton Citizen (1906-19??)
Clayton Enterprise (1888-1906)
Clayton News (19??-1954)

Clovis News (1907-1929)
Columbus Courier (1911-1921)
Deming Graphic (1903-1948)
Deming Headlight (1881-1948)
The Eagle [Silver City] 1894-1???
Eddy Current [Carlsbad] 189?-1899)

El Farol [Capitan] 1905-19??
El Hispano-American [Belen] (19??-19??)
El Indepeniente [Las Vegas] (1894-19??)
El Nuevo Mexicano [Santa Fe] (1890-1958)
Estancia News-Herald (1912-19??)
Estancia News (1904-1912)
Fort Sumner Review (190?-1947)
Golden Era [Lincoln] (1884-188?)
Kenna Record (190?-1924)
La Revista de Taos (190?-1922)
La Vox del Pueblo [Santa Fe] (1889-192?)
Las Nuevas de la Estancia (1904-1908)
Las Vegas Free Press (1891-1???)
Las Vegas Gazette (1872-1886)
Las Vegas Optic (1880-1921)
Las Vegas Weekly Optic and Stock Grower
(1898-190?)
Lincoln County Leader [White Oaks]
(1882-189?)
Lovington Leader (1910-1956)
Mesilla Valley Independent [Mesilla]
(1877-1879)
Mountainair Independent (1916-1941)

New Mexico State Record [Santa Fe]
(1914-19??)
The Old Abe Eagle [White Oaks]
(189?-189?)
Red River Prospector (1900-190?)
Rio Grande Republican [Las Cruces]
(1881-1914)
Roswell Daily Record (1903-current)
San Juan Times [Farmington] (1891-1900)
Santa Fe New Mexican (1885-1951
Santa Fe Gazette (185?-1869)
Sierra County Advocate [Kingston]
(1884-1960)

Socorro Chieftain (1884-1901)
Southwest-Sentinel [Silver City] (1883-189?)
The Spanish American [Taiban] (19??-1922)
Tucumcari News (1905-1907)
Tucumcari News and Tucumcari Times (19071921)
Western Liberal [Lordsburg] (1887-1919)
White Oaks Eagle (189?-190?)
White Oaks Golden Era (188?-18??
*Years listed are the years the newspaper operated; the years available and
digitized may be less.
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New Mexico and its history
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